In this paper, we promote Double encryption process of our secret text initially through Difference Labeling of Signed Graphs and then through the Vigenere Cipher technique. Thus we propose Double encryption and their corresponding decryption process thereby making prediction of secret text complicated.
Introduction
We perform Encryption process I of our Plaintext through Difference labeling of Signed Graphs obtaining Ciphertext-I. We then further proceed to Encryption process II by processing the Ciphertext-I through Enhanced version of Vigenere Cipher which is quite similar to the one proposed by [5] but with a slight variation which will be discussed in the Encryption process II eventually obtaining Ciphertext-II. The main idea behind our work is that the Ciphertext-I gets reduced in character compared to the original Plaintext thereby leaving less clue for decryption .Thus we implement double filtering of our Plaintext making it extremely difficult for Cryptanalysis.
A. Definition
A Graph G in which each edge is assigned either positive or a negative sign is termed as Signed Graph.
B. Definition
Let G be a graph. A Difference Labeling of Signed graph G is an injection li from the vertex set to the collection of all integers ( positive and negative) for every edge in G defined by li = vi+1 -vi for i =1 to n.
C. Definition
The original secret text from the sender to the receiver which requires to be transformed into some version is called Plaintext.
D. Definition
The required version of our plaintext is called Ciphertext.
Plan of Work
We explore a concept in which the Plaintext from the sender is depicted in the form of vertices of a Signed Graph for which the sender defines a Difference labeling constituting our Encryption process I. The labels thus obtained from the Graph is the Ciphertext I which undergoes yet another encryption process II yielding Ciphertext II before it reaches the receiver. On the other hand the receiver well in advance is provided with two keys namely a key for deciphering the Ciphertext II enabling Decryption process I and another key for Decryption process II thereby revealing the Plaintext from the sender.
We now give a detailed report of our double Encryption and Decryption process.
ENCRYPTION PROCESS I
In Encryption process I use the concept of Graph labeling for obtaining our Ciphertext I. Let original message be Plaintext -I. We prepare Table - A by allocating two different numeric values both positive and negative for each letter to produce a Signed Graph by taking the positive numeric values as vertices for our Signed Graph. We define a Difference labeling for our Signed Graph whose labels will act as our Ciphertext I. Negative values are also allocated since we use difference labelling.
We define a Difference labelling li = vi+1 -vi for the vertices i = 1, 2, 3,…..,n 
Fig. 1: Difference Labeling of Signed Graph
For the difference labeling li = vi+1 -vi for vertices i = 1 to 9 we obtain the following labels Hence for the labels received the corresponding letters from our 
ENCRYPTION PROCESS II

ENHANCED VIGENERE CIPHER FOLLOWING CYCLIC PATTERN
The Historical Vigenere Cipher has one decided numeral or value corresponding to each alphabet. In [5] Enhanced Vigenere technique with eight reference tables were followed and the first letter followed their corresponding Pi ,Ci, Ki from table I and second letter from table II and so on. But we have adopted only Six Reference Tables as shown in Table B . We follow a cyclic pattern where Pi and Ci values for first letter is from Ref. For our encryption process -II six tables are sufficient in which every alphabet is assigned different numeric value in different tables. We use the same keys for both encryption and decryption process using Vigenere technique. We now discuss the encryption and decryption process by this technique.
ENCRYPTION PROCESS -II
Encryption Formula for Encryption process -II is as follows:
Ci [ti] = (Pi [ti] + Ki [ti+1]) (mod 27) where i ranges from 1 to 6
Where Pi represents the plaintext to be encrypted Ki represents the encryption key and Ci represents the ciphertext obtained.
In our proposed method we have length of alphabet 27 (ranging from 0 to 26), hence m = 27
Procedure for Encryption Process-II:
1. We repeat the key letters till it equals the plaintext if the former is shorter when compared to the latter.
2. For the first plaintext letter (P1) the value will be from Ref. Table I (t1) and the first keyletter (K1) to be added will be from Ref. Table II (t2). 3.The first ciphertext letter (C1) follows a cyclic pattern by jumping back to Ref. Table i Example So for our plaintext II: ytfcdlscw let the key be folk At the end of encryption process II the ciphertext II is &bjdyy&hu .
This ciphertext II undergoes decryption process I and II.
Decryption Process I
We first decrypt our Ciphertext II thus obtained using Enhanced Vigenere technique thereby arriving at Plaintext II which is our Ciphertext I for the next Decryption process -I using Graph Labeling.
Decrytion process -I is the exact opposite of our encryption process -II. We reach our plaintext II by subtracting the Ciphertext II from the same key used in Encryption process -I and applying mod 27 for the value thus obtained.
The formula is as follows: After Decryption process I our required plaintext II is ytfcdlscw from which plaintext I will be retrieved.
Decryption Process II
The plaintext I is percieved by the receiver by making use of the concept of Difference labeling li= vi + 1 -vi of Signed graph for i = 1 to 9.
The receiver is provided with Table A from which the labels for the plaintext II are obtained as enlisted below. : -2, 19, 5, 2, -23, 11, -8, 2, -4 .
Plaintext II is ytfcdlscw
Corresponding plaintext II Labels
To find the corresponding vertices the receiver is handed over Key II .The Key II may be any of the vertices v1,v2,……,vn .
Let it be v1 = 2
Using li = vi + 1 -vi for i = 1 we get v2 -v1 = l1→ v2 -2 = -2 → v2 = -2+2 = 0. 
